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Abstract- The technology proliferation of Received
Signal Strength Indication (RSSI) is used to provide
location based positioning and time details in all
climatic conditions and even anywhere any time. This
method focuses on implementing border identification
system for all boats. However, the existing system is not
powerful enough to prevent the crime against fishermen
as it gives only the information about the border
identification but not about the exact distance that the
boat has travelled from the border The proposed
system’s
transmitter
section
includes
PIC
microcontroller RSSI ZigBee module, voice playback
circuit and DC motor and the receiver section includes
RSSI ZigBee, PC as monitoring database in the control
room of port. And we can send message to the
fishermen’s home and control through GSM module.
Index terms- Boat, RSSI, GSM, Border identification

EXISTING SYSTEM v/s PROPOSED SYSTEM
EXISTING SYSTEM:
[1]In this system, there is GPS device to monitor the
localization.[2] It Can’t able to find the border
between countries at sea.[3] In distortion may occur
due to the climatic conditions.[4] This device is high
in cost.[5] Distortion may occur.
PROPOSED SYSTEM:
[1] In this system, RSSI Zigbee is used to track the
boat location at any time.[2] The RSSI Zigbee
technology helps in reading the boat and tells the
localization of the BOAT.[3] The cost is low and
communication is done wireless.[4] It gives fast
response. This device is easy to use.

INTRODUCTION
This paper is developed to reduce the crime activities
in the coastal areas. This method focuses on
implementing border identification system for all
boats.This method also used to know the location of
boat. LOCALIZATION and tracking of a moving
object/human by a robot is an important topic of
research in the field of robotics and automation for
enabling collaborative work environments. In the
proposed system, the boat distance can be measured
using the received signal strength received from the
slave RSSI Zigbee (boat). By using this RSSI we can
find the location of the boat in the sea. Whenever the
boat reaches the border the APR voice alert the
concern person in the boat and at the same time boat
will automatically turn OFF. GSM is used to send the
message from the controller. LCD is used to print the
current status from the controller.
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Block diagram of proposed system
ARDUINO MEGA
The MEGA 2560 is designed for more complex
projects. With 54 digital I/O pins, 16 analog inputs
and a larger space for your sketch it is the
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recommended board for 3D printers and robotics
projects. This gives your projects plenty of room and
opportunities.
The Arduino Mega 2560 is a microcontroller board
based on the ATmega2560. It has 54 digital
input/output pins (of which 15 can be used as PWM
outputs), 16 analog inputs, 4 UARTs (hardware serial
ports), a 16 MHz crystal oscillator, a USB
connection, a power jack, an ICSP header, and a reset
button. It contains everything needed to support the
microcontroller; simply connect it to a computer with
a USB cable or power it with an AC-to-DC adapter
or battery to get started. The Mega 2560 board is
compatible with most shields designed for the Uno
and the former boards Duemilanove or Diecimila.
1) HARDWARE:
Arduino is open-source hardware. The hardware
reference designs are distributed under a Creative
Commons Attribution Share-Alike 2.5 license and are
available on the Arduino website. Layout and
production files for some versions of the hardware
are also available.
Arduino microcontrollers are pre-programmed with a
boot loader that simplifies uploading of programs to
the on-chip flash memory. The default boot loader of
the Arduino UNO is the boot loader. Boards are
loaded with program code via a serial connection to
another computer. Some serial Arduino boards
contain a level shifter circuit to convert between RS232 logic levels and transistor–transistor logic (TTL)
level signals. Current Arduino boards are
programmed via Universal Serial Bus (USB),
implemented using USB-to-serial adapter chips such
as the FTDI FT232. Some boards, such as latermodel Uno boards, substitute the FTDI chip with a
separate AVR chip containing USB-to-serial
firmware, which is reprogrammable via its own ICSP
header. Other variants, such as the Arduino Mini and
the unofficial Boarduino, use a detachable USB-toserial adapter board or cable, Bluetooth or other
methods. When used with traditional microcontroller
tools, instead of the Arduino IDE, standard AVR insystem programming (ISP) programming is used. An
official Arduino Uno R2 with descriptions of the I/O
locations.
PIN CONFIGURATION
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GLOBAL SYSTEM FOR MOBILE
COMMUNICATION (GSM)
Global system for mobile communication (GSM) is a
globally accepted standard for digital cellular
communication. GSM is the name of a
standardization group established in 1982 to create a
common European mobile telephone standard that
would formulate specifications for a pan-European
mobile cellular radio system operating at 900 MHz. It
is estimated that many countries outside of Europe
will join the GSM partnership. GSM/GPRS ModemRS232 is built with Dual Band GSM/GPRS engineSIM900, works on frequencies 900/ 1800 MHz. The
Modem is coming with RS232 interface, which
allows you connect PC as well as microcontroller
with RS232 Chip (MAX232). The baud rate is
configurable from 9600-115200 through AT
command. The GSM/GPRS Modem is having
internal TCP/IP stack to enable you to connect with
internet via GPRS. It is suitable for SMS, Voice as
well as DATA transfer application in M2M interface.
The onboard Regulated Power supply allows you to
connect wide range unregulated power supply. Using
this modem, you can make audio calls, SMS, Read
SMS, attend the incoming calls and internet through
simple AT commands.
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Global system for mobile communication
WORKING OF GSM
Unlike mobile phones, a GSM modem doesn’t have a
keypad and display to interact with. It just accepts
certain commands through a serial interface and
acknowledges for those. These commands are called
as AT commands. There are lists of AT commands to
instruct the modem to perform its functions. Every
command starts with "AT". That’s why they are
called as AT commands. AT stands for attention. In
our simple project, the program waits for the mobile
number to be entered through the keyboard. When a
ten digit mobile number is provided, the program
instructs the modem to send the text message using a
sequence of AT commands.
1) AT COMMANDS:
[1] Set the SIM900 to text mode: AT+CMGF=1\r. [2]
Send SMS to a number: AT + CMGS = PHONE
_NUMBER (in international format). [3] Read the
first SMS from the inbox: AT+CMGR=1\r. [4] Read
the second SMS from the inbox: AT+CMGR=2\r. [5]
Read all SMS from the inbox: AT+CMGR=ALL\r.
[6] Call to a number: ATDP+PHONE_NUMBER (in
international format). [7] Hang up a call: ATH. [8]
Receive an incoming call: ATA.

ASCII value of the character to be displayed on the
LCD. Click to learn more about internal structure of a
LCD.

16X2 LCD pinout diagram

LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY
LCD screen is an electronic display module and find
a wide range of applications. A 16x2 LCD display is
very basic module and is very commonly used in
various devices and circuits. These modules are
preferred over seven segments and other multi
segment LEDs. The reasons being: LCDs are
economical; easily programmable; have no limitation
of displaying special and even custom characters
(unlike in seven segments), animations and so on.
A 16x2 LCD means it can display 16 characters per
line and there are 2 such lines. In this LCD each
character is displayed in 5x7 pixel matrix. This LCD
has two registers, namely, Command and Data. The
command register stores the command instructions
given to the LCD. A command is an instruction given
to LCD to do a predefined task like initializing it,
clearing its screen, setting the cursor position,
controlling display etc. The data register stores the
data to be displayed on the LCD. The data is the
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APR 9600 VOICE IC:
APR9600 is a low-cost high performance sound
record/replay IC incorporating flash analogue storage
technique. Recorded sound is retained even after
power supply is removed from the module. The
replayed sound exhibits high quality with a low noise
level. Sampling rate for a 60 second recording period
is 4.2 kHz that gives a sound record/replay bandwidth
of 20Hz to 2.1 kHz. However, by changing an
oscillation resistor, a sampling rate as high as 8.0 kHz
can be achieved. This shortens the total length of
sound recording to 32 seconds.
Total sound recording time can be varied from 32
seconds to 60 seconds by changing the value of a
single resistor. The IC can operate in one of two
modes: serial mode and parallel mode. In serial
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access mode, sound can be recorded in 256 sections.
In parallel access mode, sound can be recorded in 2,
4 or 8 sections. The IC can be controlled simply
using push button keys. It is also possible to control
the IC using external digital circuitry such as microcontrollers and computers. The APR9600 has a 28
pin DIP package. Supply voltage is between 4.5V to
6.5V. During recording and replaying, current
consumption is 25 mA. In idle mode, the current
drops to 1 mA. The APR9600 experimental board is
an assembled PCB board consisting of an APR9600
IC, an electrets microphone, support components and
necessary switches to allow users to explore all
functions of the APR9600 chip. The oscillation
resistor is chosen so that the total recording period is
60 seconds with a sampling rate of 4.2 kHz. The
board measures 80mm by 55mm.

APR 9600 VOICE IC pin diagram
MOTOR DRIVER IC:
Common DC gear head motors need current above
250mA. There are many integrated circuits like
ATmega16 Microcontroller, 555 timers IC. But, IC
74 series cannot supply this amount of current. When
the motor is directly connected to the o/p of the
above ICs then, they might damage. To overcome
this problem, a motor control circuit is required,
which can act as a bridge between the above motors
and ICs (integrated circuits). There are various ways
of making H-bridge motor control circuit such as
using transistor, relays and using L293D/L298.

L293D IC Pin Configuration
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DIRECT CURRENT (DC) MOTOR
Almost every mechanical development that we see
around us is accomplished by an electric motor.
Electric machines are a method of converting energy.
Motors take electrical energy and produce
mechanical energy. Electric motors are utilized to
power hundreds of devices we use in everyday life.
Electric motors are broadly classified into two
different categories: Direct Current (DC) motor and
Alternating Current (AC) motor. In this article we are
going to discuss about the DC motor and its working.
And also how a gear DC motors works.
A DC motor is an electric motor that runs on direct
current power. In any electric motor, operation is
dependent upon simple electromagnetism. A current
carrying conductor generates a magnetic field, when
this is then placed in an external magnetic field, it
will encounter a force proportional to the current in
the conductor and to the strength of the external
magnetic field. It is a device which converts electrical
energy to mechanical energy. It works on the fact that
a current carrying conductor placed in a magnetic
field experiences a force which causes it to rotate
with respect to its original position. The input of a
brushless DC motor is current/voltage and its output
is torque. Understanding the operation of DC motor
is very simple from a basic diagram is shown in
below. DC motor basically consist two main parts.
The rotating part is called the rotor and the stationary
part is also called the stator. The rotor rotates with
respect to the stator. The rotor consists of windings,
the windings being electrically associated with the
commutator. The geometry of the brushes,
commutator contacts and rotor windings are such that
when power is applied, the polarities of the energized
winding and the stator magnets are misaligned and
the rotor will turn until it is very nearly straightened
with the stator’s field magnets.

Brushless DC mototrs
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RECIVER SIGNAL STRENGTH INDICATOR:
RSSI, or ―ReceIved Signal Strength Indicator,‖ is a
measurement of how well your device can hear a
signal from an access point or router. It’s a value that
is useful for determining if you have enough signal to
get a good wireless connection.
Note: Because an RSSI value is pulled from the client
device’s WiFi card (hence ―received‖ signal
strength), it is not the same as transmit power from a
router or AP.
1) RSSI vs dBm:
dBm and RSSI are different units of measurement
that both represent the same thing: signal strength.
The difference is that RSSI is a relative index, while
dBm is an absolute number representing power levels
in mW (milliwatts).
RSSI is a term used to measure the relative quality of
a received signal to a client device, but has no
absolute value. The IEEE 802.11 standard (a big
book of documentation for manufacturing WiFi
equipment) specifies that RSSI can be on a scale of 0
to up to 255 and that each chipset manufacturer can
define their own ―RSSI_Max‖ value. Cisco, for
example, uses a 0-100 scale, while Atheros uses 0-60.
It’s all up to the manufacturer (which is why RSSI is
a relative index), but you can infer that the higher the
RSSI value is, the better the signal is. Since RSSI
varies greatly between chipset manufacturers.
In an IEEE 802.11 system, RSSI is the relative
received signal strength in a wireless environment, in
arbitrary units. RSSI is an indication of the power
level being received by the receiving radio after the
antenna and possible cable loss. Therefore, the higher
the RSSI number, the stronger the signal. Thus, when
an RSSI value is represented in a negative form (e.g.
−100), the closer the value is to 0, the stronger the
received signal has been. RSSI can be used internally
in a wireless networking card to determine when the
amount of radio energy in the channel is below a
certain threshold at which point the network card is
clear to send (CTS). Once the card is clear to send, a
packet of information can be sent. The end-user will
likely observe a RSSI value when measuring the
signal strength of a wireless network through the use
of a wireless network monitoring tool like Wire
shark, Kismet or Insider. As an example, Cisco
Systems cards have an RSSI maximum value of 100
and will report 101 different power levels, where the
RSSI value is 0 to 100. Another popular Wi-Fi
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chipset is made by Atheros. An Atheros-based card
will return an RSSI value of 0 to 127 (0x7f) with 128
(0x80) indicating an invalid value.
There is no standardized relationship of any
particular physical parameter to the RSSI reading.
The 802.11 standard does not define any relationship
between RSSI value and power level in milliwatts or
decibels referenced to one milliwatt. Vendors and
chipset makers provide their own accuracy,
granularity, and range for the actual power (measured
as milliwatts or decibels) and their range of RSSI
values (from 0 to RSSI maximum).One subtlety of
the 802.11 RSSI metric comes from how it is
sampled—RSSI is acquired during only the preamble
stage of receiving an 802.11 frame, not over the full
frame.
As early as 2000, researchers were able to use RSSI
for coarse-grained location estimates.]More recent
work was able to reproduce these results using more
advanced techniques. Nevertheless, RSSI does not
always provide measurements that are sufficiently
accurate to properly determine the location However,
RSSI still represents the most feasible indicator for
localization purposes as it is available in almost all
wireless nodes and it does not need any additional
hardware requirements.
NODEMCU ESP8266– RSSI:
The ESP8266 is the name of a micro controller
designed by Espressif Systems. The ESP8266 itself is
a self-contained Wi-Fi networking solution offering
as a bridge from existing micro controller to Wi-Fi
and is also capable of running self-contained
applications. This module comes with a built in USB
connector and a rich assortment of pin-outs. With a
micro USB cable, you can connect NodeMCU devkit
to your laptop and flash it without any trouble, just
like Arduino. It is also immediately breadboard
friendly. ESP-12E Wi-Fi module is developed by Aithinker Team. core processor ESP8266 in smaller
sizes of the module encapsulates Tensilica L106
integrates industry-leading ultra-low power 32-bit
MCU micro, with the 16-bit short mode, Clock speed
support 80 MHz, 160 MHz, supports the RTOS,
integrated Wi-Fi MAC/BB/RF/PA/LNA, on-board
antenna. The module supports standard IEEE802.11
b/g/n agreement, complete TCP/IP protocol stack.
Users can use the add modules to an existing device
networking, or building a separate network
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controller. ESP8266 is high integration wireless
SOCs, designed for space and power constrained
mobile platform designers. It provides unsurpassed
ability to embed Wi-Fi capabilities within other
systems, or to function as a standalone application,
with the lowest cost, and minimal space requirement.

NODEMCU pin diagram
ESP8266EX offers a complete and self-contained
Wi-Fi networking solution; it can be used to host the
application or to offload Wi-Fi networking functions
from another application processor.
When ESP8266EX hosts the application, it boots up
directly from an external flash. In has integrated
cache to improve the performance of the system in
such applications. Alternately, serving as a Wi-Fi
adapter, wireless internet access can be added to any
micro controller based design with simple
connectivity (SPI/SDIO or I2C/UART interface).
ESP8266EX is among the most integrated Wi-Fi chip
in the industry; it integrates the antenna switches, RF
balun, power amplifier, low noise receive amplifier,
filters, power management modules, it requires
minimal external circuitry, and the entire solution,
including front-end module, is designed to occupy
minimal PCB area.
ESP8266EX also integrates an enhanced version of
Tensilica’s L106 Diamond series 32-bit processor,
with on-chip SRAM, besides the Wi-Fi
functionalities. ESP8266EX is often integrated with
external sensors and other application specific
devices through its GPIOs;
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codes for such applications are provided in examples
in the SDK. Espressif Systems’ Smart Connectivity
Platform (ESCP) demonstrates sophisticated systemlevel features include fast sleep/wake context
switching for energy-efficient VoIP, adaptive radio
biasing. For low-power operation, advance signal
processing, and spur cancellation and radio coexistence features for common cellular, Bluetooth,
DDR, LVDS, LCD interference mitigation.

ESP-12E Architecture
EMBEDDED C:
Embedded C is most popular programming language
in software field for developing electronic gadgets.
Each processor used in electronic system is
associated with embedded software.
Embedded C programming plays a key role in
performing specific function by the processor. In
day-to-day life we used many electronic devices such
as mobile phone, washing machine, digital camera,
etc. These all device working is based on
microcontroller that are programmed by embedded C.
The Embedded C code written in above block
diagram is used for blinking the LED connected with
Port0 of microcontroller.
Let's see the block diagram representation of
embedded system programming:
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EMBEDDED SYSTEMS:
Embedded System is a system composed of
hardware, application software and real time
operating system. It can be small independent system
or large combinational system.
Our Embedded System tutorial includes all topics of
Embedded System such as characteristics, designing,
processors, microcontrollers, tools, addressing
modes, assembly language, interrupts, embedded c
programming, led blinking, serial communication,
lcd programming, keyboard programming, project
implementation etc.

Basic structure of Embadded systems
RESULT
This paper is developed to reduce the crime activities
in the coastal areas. This method focuses on
implementing border identification system for all
boats. This method also used to know the location of
boat. The main advantage of this is to notify the
fisherman to be in the Line of control. This product is
built and obtained at low cost. This makes costal
guards work more easier to secure the LOC from the
outers and as well as to reduce the crime activities
like smuggling and illegal trading.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose that the technology
proliferation of Received Signal Strength Indication
(RSSI) is used to provide location based positioning
and time details in all climatic conditions and even
anywhere any time. This method focuses on
implementing border identification system for all
boats. However, the existing system is not powerful
enough to prevent the crime against fishermen as it
gives only the information about the border
identification but not about the exact distance that the
boat has travelled from the border The proposed
system’s
transmitter
section
includes
PIC
microcontroller RSSI ZigBee module, voice playback
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circuit and DC motor and the receiver section
includes RSSI ZigBee, PC as monitoring database in
the control room of port. And we can send message
to the fishermen’s home and control through GSM
module.
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